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THE  ENGLISH MEDIEVAL BOOK. Studies  in  Memory of  Jeremy Grifliths.
The British Library Studies in the History of the  Book.  Edited by A.S.G.
Edwards, Vincent  Gillespie and Ralph Hanna.  2000.  The British Library,
London. £45. ISBN 0-7123—4650-3.

If, like me, you did not know Jeremy Griffiths personally, this collection is
made even more interesting by the three introductory pieces: an address given
at his memorial service by Vincent  Gillespie, an account of his  ‘other  life’ as
war correspondent-cum-manuscript collector in Yugoslavia by Pedrag
Milovanovic, and an introduction proper by Ralph  Hanna, which touches on
Jeremy’s many projects  and other people’s part in them. Several of the con-
tributors explain how they initially relied on ‘unconsidered trifles’ that Jeremy
discovered and did not have  time  to take further, or continue  joint  projects  that
he was about to start on. The contributions are of  a  pleasant diversity: studies
of individual manuscripts, some  of which lead to more general considerations
of manuscript genre and iconography, as well as surveys of groups of manu-
scripts and their scribes and of the libraries of religious orders and post-
medieval collectors.

Christopher de Hamel describes ‘A new  Bohun’ manuscript, something
Jeremy had apparently asked him to do long ago; this books of hours of  circa
1430  ‘now  belongs to the private library of an English medieval  castle’ and has
the royal arms, as well as  those  of  Bohun, the Butler earls of Ormond and an

unidentified family. Ralph Hanna, in ‘Augustinian Canons and middle English
literature’, surveys the  canons’ role in the transmission of vernacular  texts  and

their association with John Shirley, John Gower and Johnn Harding. Ian
Doyle analyses two illustrated fragments:  ‘Ushaw College, Durham, MS 50.
Fragments of the  Prick  of Conscience, by the same scribe as Oxford, Corpus
Christi College, MS 201, of the  B Text  of  Piers  Plowman’.

Stephen Partridge, ‘Minding the gaps: interpreting the manuscript evidence
of the  Cook’s Tale  and the  Squire’s Tale’, reviews the manuscripts of  those  two
tales, their scribal variations and particularly the  ‘authority of the notes [about
their unfinished  state] and the gaps’ and their possible information about
Chaucer’s intentions. Derek Pearsall, ‘The  Rede (Boarstall) Gower. British
Library, MS Harley 3490’, gives  a sample of ‘A Descriptive  Catalogue  of the
Manuscripts of the Works of John Gower’, that is now about to materialise  (?).
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Tony Edwards, ‘Fifteenth-century Middle English verse author collections’,

looks at manuscripts  that  deliberately seem to contain mainly work by one

author, of which there are very few before the fifteenth century. Chaucer,

Lydgate, Audelay, Charles d’Orléans, Bokenham, the Franciscan poet James

Ryman and Hoccleve come under scrutiny, but none of the collections covering

some or much of  their  work suggest  a  great awareness on the part of the

compiler of the identity of the  author.
Linne Mooney, in ‘A new manuscript by the Hammon scribe’, draws many

conclusions about the background of her  manuscript, Add. 29901, from

the identity of its scribe and its contents: ceremonial, legal and chivalric  texts
in an almost standard composition (a very similar collection was owned e.g.

by Louis de Bruges, Lord of Gruuthuse). Many details are given about the

‘heraldic’ community in late fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-century

London, especially around Blackfriars, the manuscript’s assumed social and

geographical area of origin, but the legal author William Lambarde, who
owned the book in the sixteenth century, is not mentioned, nor is the  scribe’s

possible identification with John Multon, who had connections with members

of the household of  Thomas  Cook, draper (not grocer) and Mayor of

London.

Julia Boffey, ‘Bodleian  Library MS Arch. Selden. B. 24 and definitions of

the “household  book’”, describes  a  collection of English and Scottish poems

and connects it to the Sinclair family together with a number of other manu-

scripts by the same main scribe, who may have been  a  member of the Sinclair

‘household’; he is then compared to scribes who produced their work in similar

circumstances.  Next, in an esoteric  essay, Norman Blake speculates about

Caxton’s  editorial methods and the role of his compositors, using the evidence

of a comparison of the first and the second edition of the  Canterbury Tales  and

the relevant manuscripts.
Kathleen Scott, The illustration and decoration of the Register of the

Fraternity of the Holy Trinity at Luton Church, 1475—1546’, illustrated with

eleven black and white photographs, sets out the background of the Luton

Guild book and explains the quality, iconographjcal origins and relations and
the religious implications of the unusual frontispiece, which shows Thomas

Rotherham, Bishop of Lincoln, as well as the royal family of Edward IV  kneel-

ing before an Image-of-Pity Trinity; the artist was ‘indisputably continental’.
Vincent Gillespie, ‘The  book and the brotherhood. Reflections on the lost

library of  Syon  Abbey’, surveys all aspects of the library of Syon: the  many
donations it received, which were so generous that from 1471 donors were

granted requiem masses; its three separate collections, the brothers’, the sisters’

and the one held in common; its early appreciation of printed  books, many
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donated by named priest-brethren; its excellent librarians and catalowes, and

its accommodation.
Andrew Watson deals with the books of Robert Hare, recusant, born  circa

1530, who collected very miscellaneous manuscripts and early printed books,
which are listed at the end. Finally Kate  Harris, ‘An Augustan episode in the

history of the collection of medieval manuscripts at Longleat House’, traces the

early development of the  Longleat  library under  Thomas  Thynne, first

Viscount  Weymouth, describing how books were acquired and disposed of and

quoting documents and letters.
The book has twenty-two black and white illustrations and ends with a

list  of the publications of Jeremy Griffiths, a general index and an index of

manuscripts.

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

THE  PLACE  OF THE  DEAD: DEATH  AND  REMEMBRANCE  IN  LATE
MEDIEVAL  AND  EARLY MODERN EUROPE.  Edited by Bruce Goirdon

and Peter Marshall.  2000.  Cambridge University Press. £42.40 (hbk),

£15.95 (pbk).
ISBN 0-521—64256-6  (hbk); 0—52 1—64518—2 (pbk).

The last twenty years  have  witnessed an explosion of interest in  human  mor-

tality. Various kinds of historian have been involved, social, ecclesiastical,

demographic and medical, as well as archaeologists, folklorists and other

specialists. As a result we now know much more about general population

trends, causes of death, preparation for death, the death-bed itself, rites and

customs of burial, uses of graveyards, and the provision of memorials for the

dead. This  stimulating book breaks new ground by concqntrating on the beliefs

surrounding death, and therefore on the complicated and ever-changing

relationship between the dead and the living. The basic purpose is to show how

different groups and societies  ‘sought  to determine what the place of the dead

should be  .  .  .  in physical, spiritual, emotional, social and cultural terms’.

Fourteen essays from British and American scholars are presented chrono-

logically:  they range in time from the thirteenth to seventeenth centuries, and

geographically from Scotland to Transylvania; some  studies are concerned

with the late medieval  church, others with Protestant communities, and several

straddle the Reformation itself.
The individual studies fall into several categories. The largest group is

concerned with burial practices and funerary ritual. Clive Burgess uses the
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exceptional records of All  Saints’ church  in Bristol to illustrate the elaborate
commemorative  rites  used  in late-medieval England, and the way in which the
better-off laity generously supported their churches in return for regular
prayers and personal mention in the bede-roll and ‘General Mind’. By contrast,
Andrew Spicer describes how the early modern Scottish Kirk banned burials
within churches, but had to accept new annexes to churches called burial-aisles,

and had to allow some lairds to be buried with their Catholic  ancestors  in
chancels of churches and former religious houses. In sixteenth-century France,

Penny Roberts traces how violent disagreements arose over burials between
Catholics and Huguenots. The latter, because  they rejected Purgatory, were at
first persecuted when  they used traditional churchyards, and later faced huge
difficulties in establishing new burial-places of their own.  Vanessa  Harding, in
investigating Parisian burials in the period 1550—1670, paints the contrast
between the  ‘personalised’, long-lasting graves of the wealthy and the anony-
mous mass-graves, frequently exhumed, of most humbler inhabitants.

James Boyden concentrates on the death of one man, Don Rodrigo

Calderon. This powerful and wealthy minister of the crown was tried for
embezzlement and murder, and publicly executed in Madrid. In the face of
death, Calderon changed into  a  model of Catholic piety and humility: he was
honourably buried in defiance of royal orders, and greatly impressed the
general populace with his bravery and devotion.

Two essays concern children. Will  Coster  discusses changing attitudes in
England towards the death of unbaptised children: regarded in the Middle Ages
as tainted with original sin and ‘spiritually impure’, they were increasingly
accepted as innocents.  This  shift, he argues, probably accounts for the lengthen-
ing gap between birth and baptism after the mid-sixteenth century. In Germany,
Philip Soergel demonstrates  that  ‘monstrous’ births, and other freaks of nature,

were used by reformers as a  ‘didactic  tool for teaching religious principles’, warn-
ing against  human  wickedness and calling for repentance.

Two studies illustrate the power of funeral sermons. In early modern
Transylvania, a semi-autonomous  outpost  of Calvinism in eastern  Europe,
Graeme Murdock show show sermons delivered at princely funerals became a
vehicle for exerting religious discipline, castigating sin and predicting imminent
disaster. In sixteenth-century France, similarly, Larissa Taylor describes
funeral orations which were used to incite action against heretics, and even to

wage war (for example, against Protestant England after Mary Queen of  Scots,
formerly queen  of France, was executed).

Another pair of essays concentrates on the evidence of wills. Samuel
Cohen, by comparing wills from Tuscany and Flanders, shows that, after the
Black Death, more testators specified  a  place for burial and how their graves
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were to be  marked.  This is seen as a kind of ‘individuation’ in reaction to the
horrors of ignominious, mass burial. By sampling women’s wills from post-
Reformation  Essex, J .S.W.  Helt  finds  a  ‘profound devotion to detail’ which

included many individual  names, minutely described bequests and frequent
charitable gifts.

Other  studies concentrated on popular beliefs. In  Catholic  Europe, Nancy
Caciola argues  that, although  the church taught  that  ‘spirits’ were demons or
fallen  angels, ordinary people saw them as the ghosts of the  recent dead  trying
to regain  a  human  body. Bruce Gordon probes the  similar  mental world of
Protestant  Europe in the sixteenth century, when spirits and ghosts were  seen
to indicate demonic activity, often in sinister locations. Protestant theologians
greatly emphasised the protective power of  God’s  angels, but warned against
malevolent angels, servants of  Satan  and cleverer than humans, who snared the

unwary.
In  a  fascinating contribution, Peter  Marshall  charts  ‘the  geography of the

afterlife’ in Tudor and  Stuart  England.  Medieval  doctrine had defined five  states
after death (Heaven, Hell, Purgatory, Limbo of Infants and Limbo of the
Fathers), which  some  people saw as physically stacked in that order under the
earth, but the reformed churches accepted only Heaven and Hell. Theological
problems inevitably arose from  this, and  some  argued for a state of  ‘sleep’
between death and the  Last  Judgement. Meanwhile, advances in geographical
and astronomical knowledge meant that Protestants and Catholics  alike  were
increasingly unlikely to  ‘locate’ Heaven and Hell, but rather to  ‘internalise’ them.

The editors’ introduction provides a helpful summary of the ground
covered. It emphasises that contemporaries could  have  contradictory attitudes
towards the  dead, and that official doctrine did not necessarily accord with
popular assumptions. Furthermore, the impact of the Reformation across
Europe is increasingly shown to display marked regional differences which
need further investigation. All the essays in this book deserve to be read,
though the editors should have treated some of the writing more harshly. Who
has ever heard of wills being ‘probated’ (p. 91)?

DAVID DYMOND

LANCASTRIANS  T0  TUDORS, ENGLAND, 1450—1509.  Andrew Pickering.
2000. Cambridge University Press. £10.95. ISBN 0-521—55746—1.

In  a  year, which has seen the Royal Shakespeare Company once again tackle
the bard’s cycle of Histories, it seems particularly apt to see the publication of  a
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new  textbook  intended to introduce A level students to the period of the Wars
of the Roses. There is much to commend Andrew  Pickering’s  volume. Its scope
is comprehensive: an introductory section provides  a  brief overview of Henry
VI’s  reign, an account of late medieval government and  kingship and of the
central events of successive reigns from Edward III to Henry V. Subsequent
chapters are devoted to Edward  IV’s  first reign up to the Lancastrian
Readeption, the later Yorkist period up to  Bosworth, the establishment of
Henry Tudor’s rule, government and administration under Henry VII,  and
social and economic change in the later fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries,

the latter chapter incorporating short sections on religion, art and culture.
Much of chapter three is dedicated to the reign of Richard III; there is specific
reference to the Richard III Society and its activities (p. 70).  A  final section pro-
viding a selection of contemporary documents for students’ analysis is prefaced
by brief cements on historical  methodology. A  chapter-by-chapter guide
offers suggestions for further reading; there is a selective  index.  Chronological
tables of key events preface each chapter, a number of tables and diagrams are
provided. The volume is illustrated with  some  thirty-three images, there  are
three family trees and  three  maps. Some key concepts and terms are explained
in marginal annotations, other marginalia pose  questions  for consideration by
the student. Each chapter is opened and closed with  sets of questions for focus
and summary, which should prove useful as  much  in  teachers’ preparation of
lessons as in students’ independent study and revision.

Throughout, the author endeavours to highlight historical debate, and to
this  end refers to and cites extracts from the relevant secondary literature. His
selection of original and secondary sources for discussion shows imagination
and an awareness of recent writing in the field. If anything, a clearer distinction
between primary and secondary material would have been desirable, and at
times the reader is left bemused by the selection of secondary works: reference
is made to ‘docu-novels’ alongside serious historical writing (p. 73), and Alison
Weir’s  Lancaster  and  York, however readable, can hardly rank as an alterna-

tive to Ralph Griffith’s magisterial study of the reign of Henry VI.
More worryingly, the  volume  is marred throughout by inaccuracies and

inconsistencies, at least  some  of which could have been avoided by careful

copyediting: the Wars of the Roses are said to  have  ended with the destruction
of the Lancastrian dynasty in 1485 (p. 5). The duke of  York’s  son killed at
Wakefield, Edmund (correctly identified on p. 49), was earl of Rutland, not of
Salisbury; the elderly earl of Salisbury, Richard Neville, was executed after the
battle (p.  25).  Edward V’s age at his accession is given variously as thirteen
(p. 50) or twelve  (pp.  61, 63). Prince Edward of Lancaster was killed in  1471
(pp. 42—43), not 1485 (p. 15). John Colet, dean  of St.  Paul’s, is said to have died
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in 1509  (recte  1519), but we find him preaching in 1510 (p. 138), and elevated to
an unspecified bishopric (pp. 139—40).  Both  the original  1972  edition of
Fifteenth Century England, ed. Chrimes, Ross  and Griffiths (pp. 27, 176) and
the  1995  paperback re-issue are cited (p. 53). The bibliography twice misprints
Edward VI for Edward IV (p. 176). The image on p. 33 shows the execution of
Edmund  Beaufort, duke of Somerset, after the battle of Tewkesbury in  1471,
rather than that of his brother Henry in 1464.

More serious problems arise from the author’s treatment of the social and
economic history of fifteenth century England, which is at best confusing, and
in part, confused. Paragraphs covering a range of topics follow each  other  in
no apparent logical  sequence, and with  scant  regard to chronology. It is often
unclear what century the author is referring to.  There  are more contradictions:
we are told that ‘[t]he great  mass  of the people owned no land and can be
described in a single broad term as “peasants“ (p. 128), but that ‘buying and
selling of land between peasants  .  . .  was not unheard of before the  Black
Death’ (p. 130).

Nevertheless, Pickering’s account of the political history of the period is
largely competent, and his endeavour to introduce both historical debate and
illustrate methodology is commendable. With  some  glidance by a  teacher, the
volume is suited to provide students of history with a first introduction to
the period of the Wars of the  Roses, and it could  also  usefully be employed
as  a  supplementary textbook to provide historical background for students
engaging with  Shakespeare’s  histories. Its publication should provide welcome
encouragement to more widespread teaching of the history of the later fifteenth
century in our schools.

HANNES  KLEINEKE

RICHARD  III  A BRIEF  LIFE. Mary O’Regan. 1999. Rosalba Press, 18 St
Martin’s Drive, Leeds LS7 3LR. ISBN  0—907604—04—8.

Mary O’Regan  states  in her introduction that her aim is to produce ‘a  straight-
forward factual narrative’ of Richard III’s life. This, to  a  large  extent, she
achieves, producing a very useful introductory booklet which will prove a good
starting point for anyone interested in England’s last Plantagenet king. Mary
O’Regan’s style is simple but never condescending, and she provides  a  ‘taster’
which is well designed to lead the interested reader on to further study. To this
end, the  author  provides useful follow-up material in the form of a list of books
about Richard.
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The booklet is pleasantly illustrated  throughout  with line drawings, but

readers with limited prior knowledge of Richard’s family background to whom

I  showed it, did lament the lack of a simple but accurate family tree to guide

them  through  the relationships of the personalities figuring in the  text.  The

inclusion of an accurate pedigree might  also have  eliminated the one factual

error I  detected, where Edward, second duke of York (died Agincourt, 1415) is

described as the grandfather of Richard, third duke of York, when in point of

fact he was, of course, the  latter’s  uncle.

Once or twice  I  did feel that the booklet’s origin as an illustrated talk may

have resulted in a slightly confusing text, as when the account of Richard’s

relationship with the duke of Buckingham is interrupted by a  digression on

Richard’s letter writing—which was presumably illustrated at that point in the

talk, but is not illustrated in the booklet. This, however, is a very minor

quibble. Mary O’can’s booklet can certainly be recommended to newcomers

to the subject as  a  good introduction to Richard  III, and even the  more
experienced may appreciate the useful summary it provides.

JOHN  ASHDOWN-HILL

ICONOGRAPHY  AND THE  PROFESSIONAL READER.  The  Politics  of

Book Production  in the  Douce  Piers Plowman.  Medieval Cultures, Volume 15.

Kathryn Kerby-Fulton and Denise L. Despres. 1999. University of Minnesota

Press, Minneapolis and  London.  £37.50. ISBN 0—8166—2967—5.

There are times when one wonders whether medieval  scribes  and illuminators

would not have died laughing if they had been able to foresee the incredibly

subtle and detailed analysis of their every stroke of pen or brush that modem

art historians and manuscript scholars produce. At the same time the intense

familiarity with their material of these same scholars is astounding and renders

their conclusions totally convincing.
The present book is about how medieval people read  Piers  Plowman, the

medieval reader being represented by the maker of the manuscript, who was, of

course, in  a  position to leave behind more evidence of his approach to the  text
than  the ordinary, ‘ephemeral’ reader. The authors describe their work as ‘a case

study of professional readers at work’, a professional reader being a scribe who

consciously intervened in his exemplar to  ‘prepare’ the  text  for future readers,

whether he knew  them  or not. The text on which they focus is  Piers  Plowman, the

manuscript is Bodleian Library MS Douce 104, produced in  1427  in the Irish

Pale and uniquely illustrated with 73 marginal drawings. The manuscript was
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made by at least two people of whom one was the (main) scribe-illustrator and

the other an annotator-corrector; there is a particularly interesting section on
the characteristics of manuscripts in which the scribe was also the illustrator. The
paramount feature of such books is, of course, the  close  relation between  text

and illustration: we know that the illustrator really read the  text.  Therefore the '
authqrs considered it crucial to set out what does and what  does  not occur irf
the artist’s pictures and they conclude that he was a bit of a  ‘puritan’, ‘crucially
concerned with issues of authority’ and with poverty. Their intimate knowledge
of the manuscript leads them to sometimes amazing conclusions, for example,
they even  appear to know  that  the artist and his patron  ‘disagreed  on some
things’. The illuminator’ s visual frame of reference IS examined 1n the second half
of the  book:  the traditional iconography that  he knew, and how he diverged from
it. His ‘illustrative program interprets the text’s moral content, rather than its
story line’ and he invites the reader’s ‘personal reflection’. _

The section  that sets out to  ‘unfnask’ this  man’s  ‘identity and  agenda’, con-
cludes  that  his background was the Anglo- Irish civil service. The political
ideology of this circle 1s examined, and the main overall conclusion of the  book
is  that  Langland’ s  poem was still very much appreciated 1n the Irish Pale In that
milieu. The makers of Dance 104 did not find the  text  at all ‘old-fashioned’ for
it depicted a legal, clerical world they were familiar with.

This is a complex and specialist book—my review is  most  of all an attempt
to describe very briefly what it contains in simple words, that is without using,
as the unhelpful blurb  does, phrases such as  ‘the  meditative, mnemonic, per-
formative  .  . . nature of late-medieval  reading’, and  I  may well  have  failed to
understand some of it. Though it is well written—particularly the introduction
is clear and fascinating—and uses  a  more or less acceptable amount of manu-
script-studies jargon, the amount of detail needed to plead the authors’ cause
does not make it an  ‘easy read’. One requirement for the reader is a good
knowledge of  Piers  Plowman  and related  texts, for without such knowledge one
feels oneself groping around 1n semi- -darkness.

The fact that the present detailed study of the illumination of a manuscript
has not been provided with any colour pictures is an indirect accusation of
modern publishers and libraries and their priorities, though the authors make  a
valiant attémpt to exonerate  them, and provide  a  generous (and very necessary)
number of black and white figures. Eventually I  could find no  excuse, however,
for the lack of a bibliography in a  book  of this  ‘academic  level,'in which s9
much ground-breaking material was used. At  least  the end result is an accept-
able price for  a  fairly well produced, difficult and fascinating book.

LIVIA VlSSER-FUCHS
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Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists  of recent books and articles, mainly published in the

last twelve months, although earlier publications may be included. The appear-
ance of an item  does  not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS
Samantha Riches, St  George. Hero, Martyr  and  Myth.  2000.  236 pages. Sutton
Publishing Ltd, Stroud. £20. ISBN 0—7509—2452—7.

A detailed, scholarly/popular and colourful study of everything one ever wanted to
know about  England’s patron saint: development and all aspects of his cult, the several
versions of his legend, his representation in art in England and  elsewhere. Well  illus-
trated, very few notes, select bibliography and  short  index. This study was supported by
the Richard III and Yorkist History Trust.

Hugo van der  Velden, The  Donor's Image. Gerard Loyset  and the  Votive
Portraits  of Charles  the  Bold, Burgundica II.  2000.  388 pages. Brepols,
Tumhout, Belgium.  Euro 85. ISBN  2-503—50722—0.

The first study of  votive  images  in Burgundy and France in the fifteenth century, focus-
ing on the virtually unique surviving statuette of Charles the  Bold  and St George
presented to St  Lambert’s  Cathedral, Liege. Redefines the importance and status of
goldsmith’s  work and opens up the world of three dimensional votive  gifts  of the period.
Includes documents concerning Loyset, full scholarly apparatus and bibliography;
index.

ARTICLES

Richard Almond and AJ. Pollard, ‘The  yeomanry of Robin Hood and  social

terminology in fifteenth-century England’, Past  and  Present, number 170,
February 2001, pages 52—77.

Looks  at the varying status of the  ‘yeoman’ and the meaning of the word, especially in
the phrase ‘yeoman of the  forest’, which in the  case  of Robin  Hood  refers to his pro-
fession as  a  forester. The  work  and craft of foresters and hunters are described in detail,

relating them  to the Robin  Hood  stories and stressing the  ability of fifteenth-century
audiences of all ranks to understand Robin’s status.

Jane Bridgeman, “‘Pagare 1e pompe”: why quattrocento sumptuary laws did
not work’, in  Women  in  Italian  Renaissance  Culture  and  Society, edited Letizia
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Panizza, chapter 18, pages  209—26.  Legenda, European Humanities Research
Centre, University of Oxford, 2000. ISBN  1—900755—09-2.

The  extensive  information on the sumptuary laws instituted by Cardinal Bessarion at
Bologna  in  1453  forms an interesting comparison to English sumptuary laws of Edward
IV ’s  reign:  the cardinal excommunicated over 700 people attending a  wedding. A lady of

Bologna argued  that  as women were not allowed access to office they should be allowed
the  status  of  dress.  The laws were not to control what  people  wore so much as to
appease  moralists  and allow the rich to evade the laws by paying for licences; the
average person could not afford the luxuries they were forbidden.

Lesley Coote  and Tim Thornton, ‘Richard, son of Richard: Richard III and

political prophecy’, Historical  Research, volume 73, number  182, October

2000, pages 221-330.

How Richard as protector and  king was portrayed, and supported, in prophecy, and
how prophecy may have  even helped to define his regime.

Peter  Fleming, ‘Conflict  and urban government in later medieval England: St
Augustine’s Abbey and Bristol’, Urban  History, volume 27, number 3, 2000,
pages 325—43.

Describes the unusual situation at Bristol and the causes of the many conflicts—about
trading privileges, jurisdiction and sanctuary—between the  town  and the  abbey, which

reached their climax in  1496.

David Grummitt, ‘For  the surety of the towns and marches’: early Tudor
policy towards Calais  1485—1509’, Nottingham  Medieval Studies, volume  44,
2000, pages  184—96.

Describes the transfer from Ricardian to Henrician supporters and how the loyalties of
the lesser men were turned, thereby ensuring the failure of the Simnel and Warbeck
crises. Henry VII’s  increasing demands for cash from the staple, especially after  1492,
undermined the latter’s ability to pay the garrison; the defence of the  town  suffered, but
Henry remained secure  enough  to  give posts  to absentees and use  Calais  Castle as a
prison and treasure house. It is maintained that the  essential  strength of royal control in
Calais was far greater than earlier descriptions of the treason of Sir James Tyrrel and the

episode of the so-called ‘Flamank’s Information’ have suggested. Henry VII success-
fully continued and extended Edward  IV’s  policies in Calais.

Hannes Kleineke, ‘The  commission De  mutuo faciendo  in the reign of Henry
VI’, English Historical  Review, volume 116, number 465, February 2001, pages

1—30.

Henry VI inherited considerable debts from his father and grandfather and an increas-
ingly expensive French  war, so borrowing was essential; by the  14305  the level of
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borrowing had outstripped taxation.  This  article examines the historians’ debate over
loans, the several methods open to the  king, and the seventeen commissions sent to the
Shires, from  1426.  Topics covered  include:  the men chosen as commissioners (especially

royal councillors from  1452), their instructions and enthusiasm, the excuses bffered

to avoid payment, the level of coercion, and the difficulty of tapping the wealth of

the middling sort. The total raised by' such loans is found to be negligible compared to
the  sums raised from bodies like the staplers or the city of London.

Hannes Kleineke, ‘Carleton’s  book: William Fitzstephen’s “Description of
London” in  a  late fourteenth-century common-place  book’, Historical
Research, volume 74, number 183, February 2001, pages 117—26.

The possible ownership of the manuscript by Thomas Carleton (died  1388/9) and his
treatment of  Fitzstephen’s text  relate  this common-place book to the political troubles

in London of the  13805  and the interest the city took  at the time in its Trojan origins.

Anne F. Sutton, ‘Malory in Newgate: a new  document’, The  Library, 7th series,
volume 1, number 3, September  2000, pages  243—62.

New evidence shows Malory witnessing a deathbed declaration in  Newgatc  in April
1469. This  confirms early twentieth century historians’ deductions  that  he wrote his
masterpiece in Newgate in the  14605  and died there. Examines the conditions under
which he lived and how he obtained his reading material, and suggests  that  it is more

likely the local bookshops were his source than any aristocratic patron with a library.
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Newly re-available  as  a  Set

BRITISH LIBRARY MANUSCRIPT  433

Edited by

Rosemary Horrox  and P.W.  Hammond

The most important  source  document for the reign of Richard III, largely

composed of the grants and letters which passed through his Signet office.

All documents are transcribed; Latin documents are accompanied by a

translation.  Volume  4  is an index to people, places and subjects.

Published by the Richard III Society 1979—83
4  volumes; 1,037 pages; 4  illustrations

ISBN  0—904893—04—9; -05—7; —06—5; —07—3
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Time Travellers Limited, PO Box 7253, Tamworth, Staffordshire B79 9BF.

Overseas  members to add 10% to cover surface-mail charges.

Cheques to be in sterling only and made payable to the Richard III  Society.
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Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the aims of the  Society.
These  may be  illustrated  by photographs (glossy prints showing good  contrast) or

by line drawings. All contributions, including letters, must be typewritten, with

double spacing and adequate margins, on one side of the paper only. Permission
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Sutton, 44 Guildhall  Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk  IP33  lQF, by 30 September
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Back Copies  Of The  Ricardian
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St  George’s Chapel, Windsor, ~
in the  Late Middle Ages

Edited by Colin Richmond and Eileen Scarff

This volume  examines the  late  medieval development of one of the  most  prestigious of
English churches. It contains essays by leading scholars on the architecture of the
fifteenth-century chapel  and its environs, on its innovatory choir, the  most  renowned in
England during the period, and the administration of its property at  a  time when St
George’s  became, through the patronage of kings, an  exceedingly wealthy corporation.
Other topics  dealt  with include chivalry, the cult of St George, a troubled and trouble-
some  Knight  of the Garter, canons  who  were royal  doctors, the  books  of the  distin-
guished who  chose  to be buried in the  chapel  beside their master Edward IV, and an
early sixteenth-century canon who was  a  major benefactor. What is  both  commemo-
rated and elucidated  here  is  a  remarkable part of  England’s  heritage. '

General Editor’s F orcword

Preface by the  Very Revd  Patrick  Mitchell

Tim  Tatton—Brown, ‘The  Constructional Sequence and  Topography of the Chapel and
College Buildings  at St  George’s.’
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in the 15th Century.’
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Samantha J .E. Riches, ‘The  Lost  St George Cycle of St  George’s  Church, Stamford: An
Examination  of  Iconography and  Context.’
Janet  Backhouse, ‘Memorials and Manuscripts of a Yorkist Elite.’

Colin  Richmond, ‘James  Denton  at Windsor.’

Roger  Bowers, ‘The  Music and Musical Establishment of St  George’s  Chapel in the
15th  Century.’

248  x  174mm, 224 pages  including 25 b/w and 12 colour illustrations.
Paperback, ISBN 0—953967—61—1, £12.99 plus postage (UK £2.50, overseas at  cost).

Hardback, ISBN 0—953967—60—3, £45  plus  postage  WK £3.50, overseas  at  cost).

Obtainable from
St  George’s Chapel  Bookshop Limited,

8b The Cloisters, Windsor Castle, Berkshire  SL4 lNJ.
Payment is possible by Visa/Mastercard, or by cheque (British Sterling) made

payable to St  George’s  Chapel Bookshop Limited.
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THE  CROWLAND  CHRONICLE  CONTINUATIONS 1459—1486 £30.00  (£18.50)
ed. Nicholas  Pronay and  John Cox, 1986
The  first  modern  edition  of this part of the chronicle,  with  a  detailed introduction  and  parallel
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by Anne  F.  Sutton  and  Livia Visser-Fuchs, 1990
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of his piety.
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appendix  of  newly transcribed  related  documents.

THE  POLITICS  OF FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND:
JOHN  VALE’S  BOOK £40.00  (£35.00)
ed. Margaret L. Kekewich, Colin  Richmond, Anne F. Sutton, Livia  Visser-Fuchs  and John
L.  Watts, 1995
An edition/calendar of BL Add MS  48031A, a memoranda  book  containing broadsides,
public  and  private letters  and  literary and  political  texts  c.  1420—1483, with introductory
essays,  notes,  transcripts and an  index.

THE ALIEN  COMMUNITIES  OF LONDON IN THE FIFTEENTH .
CENTURY: THE  SUBSIDY  ROLLS OF  1440  and  1483—1484 £25.00  (£22.50)
ed. and intr. J.L.  Bolton, 1998  '
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THE MERCHANT  TAYLORS’ COMPANY OF LONDON:
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ed. Matthew  Davies, 2000
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